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INTRODUCTION TO S$RAH Y¬ S£N

S[rah Y\ S|n was revealed in Makkah with eighty-three verses 
arranged into five sections. S[rah Y\ S|n begins with the affirmation 
of Mu#ammad’s r prophethood by invoking the Qur’\n, the book 
of wisdom and assuring him that he is on the right guidance. 

Then it proceeds to describe the fate of the inhabitants of a certain 
settlement; they repudiated the prophets sent to them and invited 
All\h’s I wrath on themselves which wiped them off the face of the 
Earth. This account of the attitude of the people of the settlement 
makes a very significant point; the truth which the high, proud and 
sophisticated people of the city failed to see was recognised by a 
simple man from the suburbs.

The account of the ruined settlement is given as a stern warning to the 
disbelievers of Makkah whose vanity made them reject Mu#ammed r 
as a prophet of All\h I although they knew fully well the faultless, 
unimpeachable character of the Prophet and the clear, self 
explanatory truth of the message.

After narrating the story of the settlement the s[rah once again calls 
upon people to observe and ponder over the vast and varied 
phenomena of nature – from the stars and planets to the rich 
productivity of earth – and decide who else but the Supreme Being 
who created and subjected the entire universe to an ordered, 
integrated system is worthy of worship.

Then the s[rah turns to the question of resurrection and answers the 
disbelievers’ assertion that it is impossible to revive the dead by putting  
together the bits and pieces of their dried, crumbly bones with a 
simple, satisfactory argument: he who created man from a mere drop of 
water has also the power to recreate the dead on the day of resurrection.

Y\s|n, The Heart of the Qur’\n
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The s[rah discusses the crooked, greedy mentality of the capitalist who 
denies responsibility of helping the poor and the needy on various 
pretexts, and even goes so far as to ask why he should spend his wealth 
on those whom All\h I has not chosen to make prosperous.

The s[rah also declares that the Prophet is not a poet and that what he 
preaches is the Message of All\h I whose knowledge has no bounds, 
and not imaginary tales, exaggerated descriptions and false assertions 
(which are the stock-in-trade of decadent poets).

VIRTUES OF S$RAH Y¬ S£N 

1.   Anas t reported All\h’s Messenger r as saying, "Everything has a 
heart and the heart of the Qur’\n is Y\ S|n. All\h I will record 
anyone who recites Y\ S|n as having recited the Qur’\n ten times." 

at-Tirmidh|, ad-D\rim|

2.  `A{\ ibn Ab| Rab\h t told of hearing that All\h’s Messenger r said, 
"If anyone recites Y\ S|n at the beginning of the day, his needs will 
be fulfilled."    ad-D\rim|

3.   Ma`qal ibn Yas\r Muzan| t reported the Prophet r as saying, "If 
anyone recites Y\ S|n for All\h’s I pleasure, his past sins will be 
forgiven; so recite it on those who are dying."   al-Bayhaq|

4.   Anas t reported Ras[lull\h r as saying, "Whoever goes to the 
graveyard and reads S[rah Y\ S|n, All\h I gives them (the grave 
dwellers) ease that day, and the reciter receives spiritual blessings 
equivalent to the amount of letters of S[rahY\ S|n.”     al-Qur{ub|

5.   Ma’qal ibn Yas\r  reports that the Prophet  has said, "Recite t r
S[rah Y\ S|n on those who are dying."   Ab[ D\w[d

Y\s|n, The Heart of the Qur’\n
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6.   Ummud Dard\’  reports the Prophet  saying, "Over no dying y r
person is S[rah Y\ S|n read, but All\h  lightens the difficulties of I
death for him." Qur{ub|  al-

7.   Ab[ Hurayrah  says that the Messenger of All\h  has said, t r
"Whoever recites S[rah Y\ S|n at night seeking the pleasure of 
All\h , that night he will be forgiven."       Ab[ Nu’aymI

8.   ̀ ¬’ishah  reports Ras[lull\h  saying, "Indeed in the Qur’\n y r
there is a s[rah which will intercede for its reader and be a means 
of forgiveness for its listener. Listen carefully, it is S[rah Y\ S|n. In 
the Torah it is called Mu’immah." 

 It was enquired, "O Messenger of All\h , what is Mu’immah?" r

 Ras[lull\h  replied, "It contains for its reader the benefits of this r
world, it removes from him the dread of the next life, and it is 
called D\fi`ah (the Averter) and Q\}iyah (the Fulfiller)." 

 Again it was enquired, "How is this S[rah D\fi`ah and Q\}iyah?" 

 Ras[lull\h  replied, "It takes away from its reader all afflictions r
and fulfills his need. Whoever recites it, it will be made equal to 
twenty pilgrimages. Whoever shall listen to it, it will be as a 
thousand dinars, which he has given as charity in the path of All\h 
I. And whoever shall write it and then drink it, it will enter into his 
heart a thousand cures, a thousand radiant lights, a thousand times 
more increase in belief, a thousand mercies, a thousand blessings, 
a thousand times increase in guidance, and will remove from him 
all diseases.”   Tirmidh| in Naw\dirul U][lat-

 According to another *ad|th, All\h I recited S[rah Y\ S|n and 
S[rah ̂ \ H\ a thousand years before He created the Heavens and

Y\s|n, The Heart of the Qur’\n
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 the Earth. On hearing this the angels said “Blessed be the Ummah 
unto whom this Qur’\n will be sent. Blessed be the hearts which will 
bear it and blessed be the tongues which will recite it”.

 There is another narration which says: “Whoever reads S[rah Y\ 
S|n for the pleasure of All\h I only, all his previous sins will be 
forgiven. Therefore make a practice of reading this s[rah over 
those who have departed.”

9.  Ab[ Hurayrah  reports the Messenger of All\h  saying, t r
"Whoever recites S[rah Y\ S|n on the eve of Friday (Thursday 
night), he will be forgiven by morning.”   Qur{ub|  al-

10. Ab[ Hurayrah  reports the Prophet  saying, "Whoever recites t r
S[rah Y\ S|n at night he will be forgiven in the morning, and 
whoever recites S[rah *\ M|m in which Dukh\n is mentioned he 
will be forgiven in the morning.”      Ab[ Ya`l\

11. Jundub ibn `Abdull\h  narrates that the Prophet  has said, t r
"Whoever reads Y\ S|n at night seeking the pleasure of All\h  is I
forgiven."       Ibn *ibb\n

12. Ibn `Abb\s  reports Ras[lull\h  saying, "It is my heart’s desire t r
that S[rah Y\ S|n be present in the heart of everyone of my 
Ummah.”     Bazz\ral-

13. Ya#y\ ibn Ab| Kath|r (R.A.) says, "This narration has reached me 
that whoever recites Y\ S|n at night, he will remain content till 
morning and whoever recites it in the morning, he will remain 
content till evening. And the person who has related this to me has 
also experienced this." 

 Tha`lab| (R.A.) said Ibn ̀ A{iyyah (R.A.) has mentioned this and Ibn 
`A{iyyah said, "experience confirms this."   Qur{ub|al-

Y\s|n, The Heart of the Qur’\n



1.�Y��S•N.

 Y¬ S£N ! (All\h alone knows the meaning of this.)

3.�‘INNAKA�LAMINAL-MURSAL•N.

Surely you (Mu#ammad) are of the sent ones.

4.�`AL��SIR�£IM-MUSTAQ•M.

On the straight path.

2.�WAL�QUR’�NILچ�AK•M.

   By the Qur’\n of supreme wisdom!

 BISMILL�HIR�-�RAچM�NIR�-�RAچ•M.

 IN THE NAME OF ALL¬H, THE BENEFICENT, THE MERCIFUL.

5.�TANZ•LAL-`AZ•ZIR-RAچ•M.

(This Qur’\n is) sent down by the Almighty, the Merciful. 
6
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7.�LAQADچ�AQQAL-QAWLU�`AL��
‘AKTHARIHIM�FAHUM�L��YU’MIN¤N.

Surely (because of their persistent 
disbelief and hatred) the Word (Decree) 
has been proved against most of them 

that they will not believe.

6.�LI�TUNDHIRA�QAWMAM-M��‘UNDHIRA�

‘�B�’UHUM�FA�HUM�GH�FIL¤N.

That you may warn a nation whose 
Forefathers were not warned (for long), 

So they are unaware.

8.�‘INN��JA`ALN��F•�‘A`N�QIHIM�

‘AGHL�LAN�FA�HIYA�‘ILAL-‘ADHQ�NI�

FA�HUM-MUQMAچ¤N.

Surely we have placed on their necks harnesses 
reaching right up to their chins so that their 

heads are raised up.

7
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10.�WA�SAW�’UN�`ALAYHIM�‘A-‘ANDHARTAHUM�

‘AM�LAM�TUNDHIR-HUM�L��YU’MIN¤N.

And it is the same for them whether you warn 
them or you warn them not, they will not believe.

11.�‘INNAM��TUNDHIRU�MANIT-TABA`ADH-DHIKRA�

WA�KHASHIYAR�-�RAچM�NA�BIL�GHAYB.�

FA�BASH-SHIRHU�BI�MAGH-FIRATIW-WA�‘AJRIN�KAR•M.

You can but warn only him who follows the Qur’\n 
and fears the Most-Kind (Lord) without seeing. So give him

 the glad tidings of forgiveness and a generous reward.

9.�WA�JA`ALN��MIM�BAYNI�‘AYD•HIM�SADDAW-WA�

MIN�KHALFIHIM�SADDAN�FA�‘AGHSHAYN�HUM�

FA�HUM�L��YUBSIR¤N.

And we have set a barrier before them 
and a barrier behind them and cast a veil over 

their eyes, so they see nothing.

8
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12.�‘INNc�NAچNU�NUچYIL-MAWT��WA�NAKTUBU�

M��QADDAM¤�WA�‘�TH�RAHUM.�WA�KULLA�SHAY’IN�

‘AچSAYN�HU�F•�‘IM�MIM-MUB•N.

Surely we shall raise the dead to life, and we shall 
write down the deeds which they send forward, and 

their traces which they leave behind. And we have kept 
count of everything in the manifest tablet.

SECTION�2:��13.�WAˆ-RIB�LAHUM-MATHALAN�

‘ASچ�BAL-QARYAH.�‘IDH�J�’AHAL-MURSAL¤N.

SECTION 2: And relate to them (for their understanding) 
the parable of the people of a town when 

there came to them Our sent ones.

14.�‘�IDH�‘ARSALN�’�ILAYHIMUTH-NAYNI�FAKADH-DHAB¤HUM��

FA`AZ-ZAZN��BI�TH�LITHIN�FAQ�L¤�‘INN��‘ILAYKUM-MURSAL¤N.

When (at first) we sent to them two, they falsified them, so 
we strengthened them with a third, then the three of them 

said to them “Verily we have been sent to you (as Messengers).

9
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16.�Q�L¤�RABBUN��YA`LAMU�‘INN��

‘ILAYKUM�LA�MURSAL¤N.

They (the Apostles) said “Our Lord knows that 
without doubt we have indeed been 

sent to you.”

17.�WA�M��`ALAYN��‘ILLAL-BAL�GHUL-MUB•N.

“And on us is nothing but to convey 
(the Message of Truth) 

in clear terms.”

$ tBur !$ uZّٹ n=tم w ÷à خ =t7ّ9# ْع ü بذتا Jّ9#ك7خ ّ

15.�Q�L¤�M��‘ANTUM�‘ILL��

BASHARUM-MITHLUN��WA�M��

‘ANZALAR-RAچM�NU�MIN�SHAY’IN�

‘IN�‘ANTUM�‘ILL��TAKDHIB¤N.

They (the people of the town) said 
“You are not but human beings 

Like ourselves. And the Most-Kind 
Lord has not sent down 

anything - you are but lying.”

10
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19.�Q�L¤�£�’IRUKUM�MA`AKUM.�‘A-‘IN�DHUKKIRTUM.�

BAL�‘ANTUM�QAWMUM-MUSRIF¤N! 

The Apostles said “Your evil augury is with You! (i.e. made up.)
What! would you be admonished. 

Nay, you are a people transgressing limits.”

20.�WA�J�’A�MIN�‘AQSAL-MAD•NATI�RAJULUY-YAS`��

Q�LA�Y��QAWMIT-TABI`UL-MURSAL•N.

(In the meantime) from the farthest end of the city there came 
a man running. He said “O my people! Follow the sent ones.

18.�Q�L¤�‘INN��TA£AYYARN��BI�KUM,�LA‘IL-LAM�TANTAH¤�

LA�NARJUMAN-NAKUM�WA�LA�YAMAS-SANNAKUM�MINN�

�`ADH�BUN�‘AL•M.

The people said “Surely we see only an evil augury in you. 
If you do not desist, we shall certainly stone you to death, 

and you will receive from us a painful torment.”

11
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21.�‘ITTABI`¤�MAL-L��YAS’ALUKUM�‘AJRAW-WA�

HUM�MUH-TAD¤N.

“Follow these (Apostles) who do not 
ask for any wage/reward from you, 
and who are on the right course.

$ tBur u’ ‰ك Iw >ح ç7ôمr“د% ©!#’ Tخ tـچs sùدmّ‹s9 خ ur tbqمèy_ بثثا ?èچِ ّّّ

#qمè `#?®7خ tBw ِ/3ن é=t« َ، o„# ô_rNèdrtbrچ\ ‰ك tGôg•Bبتثا ِِ®ôô

22.�WA�M��LIYA�L��‘A`BUDUL-LADH•�FA£ARAN•�

WA�‘ILAYHI�TURJA`¤N.�

”And how can I be justified in not worshiping 
Him who created me, and it is to Him that 

You shall be returned?

 

23.�‘A-‘ATTAKHIDHU�MIN�D¤NIH•�‘�LIHATAN�

‘IY-YURIDNIR-RAچM�NU�BI�ˆURRIL-L��

TUGHNI�`ANN•�SHAF�-`ATUHUM�SHAY-‘AW-

WA�L��YUNQIDH¤N.

“Should I take other gods beside Him,
Who, if ever the Most-Gracious were to intend me any harm, 

their intercession would not avail me in the least, 
nor would they be able to rescue me?

12
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25.�‘INN•�‘�MANTU�BI�RAB-BIKUM�FASMA`¤N.

“Surely I believe in Your Lord, 
So listen to me (and accept this Message).”

†  oTخ 3نàMZtB#ِN خ nخ tچ $™èyJَمbqب/خ sùبخثا ِخِِ

 

26.��Q•LAD�KHULIL-JANNAH.�Q�LA�Y��LAYTA�

QAWM•�YA`LAM¤N.

(This person was killed by his people, and in death) 
It was said to him (by the angels): 

“Enter the garden”. He said, “If only 
my people had this knowledge.

@ب sp̈Y #ٹ÷zن pg ّ:#tA$ s%|Mّ‹n=ƒ بدثا ٹ@ں ’ّ %د Gح ِqs%ِ tbqكJn=ôètƒِ

24.�‘INN•�‘IDHAL-LAF•�ˆAL�LIM-MUB•N.

“(If I were to do so) Indeed then 
I would be in manifest error.

’ِ oTخ # خ ]Œ إ’خ "©99@ Aûüت|= 7خ •B بحثا ِِ

27.�BI�M��GHAFARA�L•�RABB•�WA�JA`ALAN•�

MINAL-MUKRAM•N.

“That my Lord has forgiven me and has made 
me join the honoured ones.”

$ yJخ/tچxےxî’ ’>ح n1خ u‘حس_ n=yèy_ urz̀ Btûüد 3چBtُد بذثاJّ9#ك
ُُُ

Y\s|n, The Heart of the Qur’\n
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28.�WA�M��‘ANZALN��`AL��QAWMIH•�MIM-

BA`DIH•�MIN�JUNDIM-MINAS-SAM�’I�

WA�M��KUNN��MUNZIL•N.

And we did not send down against his people 
an army from the heavens after him (his martyrdom), 

(to hold them to account) Nor had we the need to do so.

29.�‘IN�K�NAT�‘ILL��SAYچATAW-Wچ�IDATAN�

FA�‘IDH��HUM�KH�MID¤N.

It was but one mighty blast, and lo! 
They were (instantly) reduced to charred coals.

ôMtR% x. w Zpys خ ّ‹|¹،Zo y‰ nد r# #sŒ خ sù ِNèdبزثا tbr ‰ك Jد zِ 4 b ّ خ

30.�Yچ��ASRATAN�`ALAL-`IB�D!�M��YA’T•HIM-�

MIR-RAS¤LIN�‘ILL��K�N¤�BIH•�YASTAHZI’¤N!

O woe be upon these slaves. 
There came not to them any apostle, 

but they started mocking at him.

Y\s|n, The Heart of the Qur’\n
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32.�WA�‘IN�KULLUL-LAMM��JAM•`UL-LADAYN��

MUچˆAR¤N.

And certainly they will all be made to 
appear before us.

 b خ ur@ $.ن £J©9ٹى $Hsdد uZ÷ ÷ƒt$ ©!tbr çطّ|ژt èCبثجا ÷ّ

31.�‘ALAM�YARAW�KAM�‘AHLAKN��QABLAHUM-MINAL-

QUR¤NI�‘ANNAHUM�‘ILAYHIM�L��YARJI`¤N.

Do they not know how many 
nations before them We have 

destroyed (and) they have not returned
to them (ever since)?

SECTION�3:��33.�WA�‘�YATUL-LAHUMUL�‘ARˆUL�MAYTAH.�

‘AچYAYN�H��WA�‘AKHRAJN��MINHچ��ABBAN�

FA�MINHU�YA’�KUL¤N.

SECTION 3: And a sign (of Our Might) to them is 
the dead earth. We revived it and we bring forth 

grain from it, so that they eat of it.

Y\s|n, The Heart of the Qur’\n

َOs9r#÷r tچtƒ ِ/x.$u Zُ3 n= ÷d ئڑ iBد Nكgn=ِ6s% بbr à)ّ9#ّچم

ِNهk̈XِNحkِژ s9 بتجاwں خ bqمè_ tƒِچِ

$ pk÷]دB ${7ym çm÷Y بججا  Jsùد  bqè=à2ù tƒ

°Nçlم ; èptG‹ّyJّ9# $ oY ô_ zr÷ڈ} ur  $ ygZ ›uڈ÷ ômr ptƒ# ur عق ِ‘ # ِ
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34.�WA�JA`ALN��F•�H��JANN�TIM-MIN-NAKH•LIW-WA�

‘A`N�BIW-WA�FAJJARN��F•�H��MINAL�`UY¤N.

And We made therein orchards of date palms and vines, 
And We caused springs, therein, to gush forth.

35.�LI�Y�’�KUL¤�MIN�THAMARIH•,�WA�M��

`AMILAT-HU�‘AYD•HIM.�‘AFA�L��YASHKUR¤N?

In order that they may eat of its fruit,
without their hands having made (or earned) it. 

Do they not, therefore, render thanks (for these blessings)?

36.�SUBچ�NAL-LADH•�KHALAQAL�‘AZW�JA�KULLAH��MIM-M��

TUMBITUL�‘ARˆU�WA�MIN�‘ANFUSIHIM�WA�MIM-M��L��YA`LAM¤N.

Glory be to Him, Who has created in pairs all things that 
the earth yields, and (also) of themselves, and of 

(all) things of which they have no knowledge at all.

Y\s|n, The Heart of the Qur’\n

z̀ بحجا Bد $ pkژ $  èّ9#م›مbqبùِد tR f¤چِ sùr̄
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38.�WASH-SHAMSU�TAJR•�LI�MUSTAQARRIL-LAH�.�

DH�LIKA�TAQD•RUL�`AZ•ZIL�`AL•M.

And the Sun (is also a sign)... 
It (continuously) moves to its fixed place. 

That is a Decree of the All-Powerful, the All-Knowing.

39.�WAL-QAMARA�QAD-DARN�HU�MAN�ZILA�

.ATT��`�DA�KAL�`URJ¤NIL�QAD•Mچ

And the moon (is also a sign)... 
We have appointed for it stages, 

Until it returns like the withered old branch of a palm tree.

37.�WA�‘�YATUL-LAHUMUL�LAYL,�

NASLAKHU�MINHUN-NAH�R,�

FA�‘IDH��HUM�MU{LIM¤N,

And a sign for them is the night.
We draw off the day from it, and lo! 
They are (suddenly) left in darkness.

Y\s|n, The Heart of the Qur’\n

@م g©9كNم $‘B uدn=َ،nSçm÷Z‡م9#©›ّ pk̈]9# sŒ خ sùبذجا Nèd÷bqكJخ=ôà•B ÷ ptƒ# ur 

$ 9دJك،s)tGَچôJ¤±9#ur 9h§ك yg©9 gچّج“ rB ô
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40.�LASH-SHAMSU�YAMBAGH•�LAH��‘AN�

TUDRIKAL-QAMAR,�

WA�LAL�LAYLU�S�BIQUN-NAH�R.�

WA�KULLUN�F•�FALAKIY-YASBAچ¤N.

Neither is it for the Sun to overtake the Moon, 
nor is it for the night to outstrip the day.  

And all the planets 
are swimming in their own orbits.

41.�WA�‘�YATUL-LAHUM�‘ANNچ��AMALN��

DHURRIY-YATAHUM�FIL�FULKIL�MASH-چ¤N.

And a sign for them is that we bore 
their race (through the Deluge) in a laden Ark.

42.�WA�KHALAQN��LAHUM�MIM-MITHLIH•�M��YARKAB¤N.

And We have created for them like it 
other things on which they ride.

$uZ)ّn=yz urMçlm;` د iB& #خ ÷ ÷V $iBد tB tbqç6x.ِچtƒ بثحا ÷ِ
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w§J±9# $olm;x8ں ‘ح ô‰ è?tچyJs)ّ9# ںw ur م@ ّ‹©9# بس tِ7. ^ tƒôôbrô

,ك $/خ y™ ح‘$ pk̈]9#;7n=sù بةحا ’ ûخ  @ sكcqڑur.ن t7َ،„ 

بتحا  sكbqب ô±yJّ9#ô

ِNç l°; $ ¯Rr $uZù=uHxq ِNه kt J ƒ ‘hح èŒ ’ #9ّےà=7إ ûخ ptƒ#ur 



43.�WA�‘IN-NASHA’�NUGHRIQHUM�FA�L��SAR•KHA�

LAHUM�WA�L��HUM�YUNQADH¤N.

And if we please, we may well drown them, 
and they will neither be able to scream, 

nor would they be saved.

44.�‘ILL��RAچMATAM-MINN��WA�MAT�`AN�‘ILچ��•N.

Except that We showed them mercy, 
And let them enjoy themselves for a little while.

w خ  ptHôqy‘ $̈Zد iB$ · tFtBur’<خ ûü بححاmد ô م$

45.�WA�‘IDH��Q•LA�LAHUMUT-TAQ¤�M��

BAYNA�‘AYD•-KUM�WA�M��KHALFAKUM�

LA`ALLAKUM�TURچAM¤N.

And when it is said to them; “fear that 
which is before you and that which is behind you, 

So that you may be shown mercy”.
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t±®S ِNكgّ%چّج çَR ںx sù ِNç lm ; b خ ur  s † ّہ|ژج

wں  urِ èdبجحا tbr ›ن s)Zمƒِِ

3ن/ xے=yz ÷/3ن=yès9 بخحا  tbqçHxq ÷?èچِ $ tBur 

 #sŒ خ ur Nكgs9 $ tB tû÷ü t/  #qà )®?#ِِ ٹ@  ÷ ƒr÷‰د3ƒنNِِ%د
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46.�WA�M��TA’T•HIM-MIN�‘�YATIM-MIN�

‘�Y�TI�RABBIHIM�‘ILL��K�N¤�

`ANH��MU`RIˆ•N.

And there comes not to them any sign 
from the signs of their Lord, 
but from it they turn away. 

 

47.�WA�‘IDH��Q•LA�LAHUM�‘ANFIQ¤�MIMM��

RAZAQA-KUMUL�L�H,�Q�LAL�LADH•NA�

KAFAR¤�LIL�LADH•NA�‘�MAN¤�‘ANU£`IMU�

MAL-LAW�YASH�-‘ULL�HU�‘A£`AMAH.�

‘IN�‘ANTUM�‘ILL��F•�ˆAL�LIM-MUB•N.

And when it is said to them, 
“Spend (in our way), out of that wealth 

which All\h has given you,” 
The unbelieving say to the faithful: “Shall we feed those whom All\h

would have fed Himself if He had so wished? 
You are but in clear error (in telling us to feed the poor).

Y\s|n, The Heart of the Qur’\n

$ tBurô` د iB ô` h5حkحB Mƒ# ِNد u N ژkح ù?د s? 
ù

ptƒ# 

w #qçR% x.ِ$ pk÷]tبدحا م tûü ÷Bمè÷چتإ إ

#sŒ خ ur Nِç lm; $JدB 
â/3نx%y— u‘

 tA$ s% #qà) Rrِِ tûïےد د © #ِ  !# ٹ@ ِ %د

èدNم ôـ çRr ِq©9 âن !$ t±o„ tûï د © t̀ 9ِد Bِ #qمZtB# #r ںےxچم 2 ِ !#

÷b wخ بذحا خ َOçFRr÷† ûَ ûüخ Bَ•7خ @ ت|= myJy è ôغr ç



48.�WA�YAQ¤L¤NA��MAT��H�DHALWA`DU

‘IN�KUNTUM�S�DIQ•N?

And they say “When is this Promise 
(of accountability or punishment) to come, 

(tell us when) if you are truthful?”

50.�FA�L��YASTA£•`¤NA�TAWSIYATAW-WA

�L��‘IL��‘AHLIHIM�YARJI`¤N!�

Then they will not be able to make a bequest, 
nor to their families will they be able to return.
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49.�M��YAN{UR¤NA�‘ILL��SAYچATAW-�

Wچ�IDATAN�TA’KHUDHUHUM�WA�HUM�

YAKHIS-SIM¤N.

They await not but a single Blast 
which shall (so suddenly) seize them

that they will still be contending
among themselves.

Y\s|n, The Heart of the Qur’\n

Lس4 tB #x‹d ك‰ ôمuqّ9# برحا  tbq9نqà)t ur  ûü ¹َ‰د%د  َOçFZن.َ  b َخ

$ tB w ٹpysّخ |¹Nِ èd ›ن è{ù s? tbr àZtƒّّoفچم y‰ nد ur_

ِN èdurبزحا tbqكJء_إ ƒد s†ّ

x sùpuٹ ?¹ِqsد tbqمè‹د tFَ،tƒِِـ

#’< Nِخ gخ =خ ÷dr Iw urڑcqمèإ_ بةخاِ tƒچِ



SECTION��4�:�51.�WA�NUFIKHA�FIS-S¤RI�FA�‘IDH��HUM�

MINAL�‘AJD�THI�‘IL��RABBIHIM�YANSIL¤N!�

SECTION  4: And the trumpet will be blown (for the second time).
Lo, from their graves they will hasten to their Lord running.

52.�Q�L¤�Y��WAYLAN��MAM�BA`ATHAN��MIM-MARQADIN�*.��

H�DH��M��WA�`ADAR-RAچM�NU�WA�SADAQAL�MURSAL¤N!

Then they will say: “O woe to us! Who has awakened us 
from our sleep?*” (it will be heard): “This is what the Merciful 

had promised, and His apostles had spoken the truth.”

(* When reciting, one must stop here or at least pause the voice)

53.�‘IN�K�NAT�‘ILL��SAYچATAW-Wچ�IDATAN�FA�‘IDH��

HUM�JAM•`UL-LADAYN��MUچˆAR¤N!

It will be but a single (terrible) blast. 
And lo, they will all be (immediately) brought before us.
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y‡ےدçR ur ’ û #sŒخ خ sùz̀ دB̂د # y‰ ÷̀ # q‘ح N÷ #9ءگ èd÷

 4’< Nِخ gخ nخ u‘ بتخا Ytƒِِ،إ=cqèڑ

$ tB    #x y‰ tمur ك` H÷q ‰Xyڑ #9چ§ |¹ur بثخا ÷Jّ9#كچِ™cqè=yڑ 

$uZn=÷ƒ uq ƒ $uZsV yè t/ #q9ن$ s% ÷.̀ tB ÷ ` $ ÷Bد tR B̈چِ%s‰د
Q

$ oY ÷ƒt$! بجخا  tbr çطّ|ژt èC÷  #sŒ خ sùِNèdِ ٹى  Hsdد

ôMtR$ 2wں ّ›pysخ |¹o y‰ nد r# b ô خ



55.�‘INNA�‘ASچ�BAL�JANNATIL�YAWMA�F•�SHUGHULIN�F�KIH¤N;

Indeed�the inhabitants of Paradise will today be enjoying 

their entertainments in happiness.

b̈ s=| خ ô¹r دp̈Ypg ّ:#tPqِu‹ّ9#ّ’ @ûخ نَ بخخا ©ن  tbqكg3إ ùِ

tbqن « 3إ §GمB
بدخا  ِLèe ِ/àSم_ ur—ّr ur ’ @@ ûخ ’ كد= n?tح7إ م¬ !#u‘ # ِِ

57.�LAHUM�F•�H��F�KIHATUW-WA�LAHUM�M��YADDA`¤N.�

For them there will be (delicious) 
fruits therein, and they will have 

whatever they ask/call for.

 

ِNçlm ; $ pkژ إù pygد ù Nçlm;r $ ¨ ¨B tbqمم£‰ tƒ بذخا ِِِ $
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54.�FAL�YAWMA�L��TU{LAMU�NAFSUN�SHAY’AW-WA�L��

TUJZAWNA�‘ILL��M��KUNTUM�TA`MAL¤N.

So today, no soul will be wronged in the least, 
nor will you be rewarded but for what you had done.

56.�HUM�WA�‘AZW�JUHUM�F•�{IL�LIN�

`ALAL�‘AR�‘IKI�MUTTAKI‘¤N.

They and their wives will be in the shade
sitting on (adorned) couches reclined.

Y\s|n, The Heart of the Qur’\n

$ tB  بحخا
 

tbqè=yJ÷ès÷ َOçFZà2  ڑc ÷r t“ّg éB w خ wrں 

tPqِu‹ّ9$ sù w مNn=ôàè?  $«‹ّx© tRے§



58.�“SAL�MUN”��QAWLAM-MIR�RABBIR-RAچ•M!

“Peace!” will be the Word from the 
Most-Merciful Lord.

N =y™ wqِs% ` د iB b> §‘ 5Oٹ mد برخا ‘§ ِِ

tP ِqu‹ّ9# $ pk ‰ڑ r 
بزخا   tbqمBچجôf Kّ9#ّم râ tFBّ#ur $—

59.�WAM-T�DHUL�YAWMA�‘AYYUHAL�MUJRIM¤N!

And (the Command from All\h will be) “O culprits! 
Separate this day (from My true servants).

60.�‘ALAM�‘A`HAD�‘ILAYKUM�Y��BAN•�‘�DAMA�

‘AL-L��TA`BUDUSH-SHAY£�N.�‘INNAH¤�LAKUM�

`ADUW-WUM-MUB•N.

”Did I not take a covenant from you
O children of ¬dam, that you do not worship the devil, 

Indeed, he is your manifest enemy.

61.�WA�‘ANI`BUD¤N•.�H�DH��SIR�£UM�MUSTAQ•M.

“And that you should worship Me (alone). 
This is the straight path.”
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َOs9ô‰ ygôِمN3ن ِ‹s9 w#r#ٹtPyخ ‰ك ç7÷ès? _حس t6ƒ ِcrِ

z̀   #9±›ـ

¼

mR̄ 3نِ/خ s9 بةدا ûü Bِ•7خ  r ‰ك tم



62.�WA�LAQAD�‘AˆALLA�MINKUM�JIBILLAN�KATH•R�.�

‘A�FA�LAM�TAK¤N¤�TA`QIL¤N��

”And indeed he (the Devil) has led astray a great many from among you. 
Do you then not understand?

64.�‘ISLAWHAL�YAWMA�BI�M��KUNTUM�TAKFUR¤N. 

“Enter it today, because you (persistently) denied (the Truth).”

$ ydِqn=ô¹# tPِqu‹ّ9# $ yJخ/َOçFZڑ.نcr 3ےàُچم s?بحدا ّّ

63.�H�DHIH•�JAHAN-NAMUL-LAT•�KUNTUM�T¤`AD¤N! 

“This is that Hell which you were promised.”

و L ©èygy_ n L©9# ََOةسd›ة çFZڑَ .نcr ‰ك tمqè?ََ بجدا
 

65.�‘AL-YAWMA�NAKHTIMU�`AL��‘AFW�HIHIM�

WA�TUKAL-LIMUN��‘AYD•HIM�

WA�TASH-HADU�‘ARJULUHUM�BI�M��K�N¤�YAKSIB¤N.��

“Today We shall seal their (the unbelievers’) mouths, and their hands will 
speak to us, and their feet will bear witness to what (evils) they used to earn”.
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بثدا tbqè=ة)÷ès? ÷  ِNn=sùr #qçRq3ن s?ََ
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66.�WA�LAW�NASH�’U�LA�£AMASN��`AL��‘A`YUNIHIM�

FASTABAQUS-SIR�£A�FA�‘ANN��YUBSIR¤N?

And if We please We could wipe out their eyes (and blind them 
as they chose to be), and then even if they strove for the Path, 

how would they then see the way?

67.�WA�LAW�NASH�’U�LA�MASAKH-N�HUM�`AL��

MAK�NATIHIM�FAMAS-TA£�`¤�MUˆIY-YAW-�

WA�L��YARJI`¤N.

And if We please We could have transformed 
them on their places (before they could even move),

 then they could neither go forward nor turn back

SECTION�5�:�68.�WA�MAN-NU`AMMIR-HU�

NUNAKKIS-HU�FIL�KHALQ.�‘A�FA�L��YA`QIL¤N.

SECTION 5: And to him who We give a long life, 
We reverse him in creation (to weakness). 

Do they not then understand (or see an end approach)?.

çn چِ dJyد è œR çmَ،إe6 uZçR’ ù,بûخ =s ƒ ّ:# ` tBur ِںx sùr بردا  tbqè=ة)÷ètƒ÷
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ِqs9ur âن !$ t±nS $ oY َ،yJـs s9#’?tِمNحkب rمô›م[
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69.�WA�M��`ALLAM-N�HUSH-SHI`RA�WA�M��YAMBAGH•�

LAH.�‘IN�HUWA�‘ILL��DHIKRUW-WA�QUR’�NUM-MUB•N.�

And We have not taught him (the Prophet r) poetry, 
nor it is befitting for him (to speak it). This (what he brings) 

is nought but a reminder and a luminous Qur’\n.

70.�LI�YUNDHIRA�MAN�K�NAچ�AYYAW-�

WA�YAچIQQAL�QAWLU�`ALAL�K�FIR•N.�

In order that it may warn him who is alive, 
and so that the Word may be established against the disbelievers.

71.�‘A�WA�LAM�YARAW�‘ANN��KHALAQN��

LAHUM�MIMM��`AMILAT�‘AYD•N��‘AN`�MAN�

FA�HUM�LAH��M�LIK¤N.��

Do they not see that We have created for them 
- of which We have fashioned with Our own Hands -

animals, so that they are their owners?
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72.�WA�DHAL-LALN�H��LAHUM�FA�MINH��

RAK¤BUHUM�WA�MINH��YA’KUL¤N.�

And We have subjected them (these animals) for them (Man),
So that of these (animals) they can ride 

and of these they can eat?

$ ygY ù=©9sŒ urِNçlm; $ pk÷]دJ sùِNوkâ5qن.u‘$ pk÷]دBur tbqè=ن.ùù tƒ بثذا ِ

73.�WA�LAHUM�F•�H��MAN�FI`U�WA�MASH�RIB.�

‘A�FA�L��YASHKUR¤N?

And for them, in these (animals), 
are many more benefits, 

and much to drink (i.e. milk and its byproducts). 
Do they not then give thanks?
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74.�WAT-TAKHADH¤�MIN�D¤NIL-L�HI

‘�LIHATAL-LA`AL-LAHUM�YUNSAR¤N.�

And they (the wrongdoers) have taken 
other gods besides All\h 

that perhaps they may help them.

Y\s|n, The Heart of the Qur’\n

بجذا  crڑ  3نچم ô±o„ô xں  sùr

ِNç lm;ur ـ> $‘ح t±tBur $ pkژ ىكِ ùد د oYtB $ù
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77.�‘A�WA�LAM�YARAL�‘INS�NU�‘ANN��KHALAQ-N�HU�

MIN-NU£FATIN�FA�‘IDH��HUWA�KHAS•MUM-MUB•N.�

Does Man not know that 
We have created him from sperm? 

Yet now he has become a blatant contender (to us)!

76.�FA�L��YAچZUNKA�QAWLUHUM.�

‘INN��NA`LAMU�M��YUSIRR¤NA�WA�M��YU`LIN¤N.

So (O My Apostle) let not their (the unbelievers’) speech grieve you. 
We know full well what they conceal 

and what they announce.

75.�L��YASTA£•`¤NA�NASRAHUM,�

WA�HUM�LAHUM�JUNDUM-MUچˆAR¤N.

They have not the power to help them: 
but they will be brought up 
(before our Judgment-seat) 

as a troop (to be condemned).

Y\s|n, The Heart of the Qur’\n
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79.�QUL�YUچY•HAL�LADH•�‘ANSHA‘AH��‘AWWALA�MARRAH.

WA�HUWA�BI�KULLI�KHALQIN�`AL•M.

Say “He will give life to them 
Who created them the first time.

And He, of the entire creation, is fully aware.
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80.�‘AL-LADH•�JA`ALA�LAKUM�MINASH-SHAJARIL�

‘AKHˆARI�N�RAN�FA�‘IDH��‘ANTUM�MIN�HU�T¤QID¤N!

”Who (in His wisdom) made fire for you from the 
green tree - then you (are able to) kindle more fires therewith.”

78.�WA�ˆARABA�LAN��MATHALAW-WA�NASIYA�KHALQAH.�

Q�LA�MAY-YUچYIL�`I{�MA�WA�HIYA�RAM•M.

And he relates (strange) parables for Us, yet he has forgotten 
his own creation. He (Man) says, 

“Who can give life to bones when they have decomposed?”

Y\s|n, The Heart of the Qur’\n
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81.�‘A�WA��LAYSAL�LADH•�KHALAQAS-SAM�W�TI�WAL�‘ARˆA�

BI�Q�DIRIN�`AL��‘AY-YAKHLUQA�MITHLAHUM.�

BAL�.�WA�HUWAL�KHALL�QUL�`AL•M.

What! Is He  - Who created the heavens and the Earth - 
not able to create their like? 

But of course! And He is the Creator, the Omniscient.

83.�FA�SUBچ�NAL�LADH•�BI�YADIH•�

MALAK¤TU�KULLI�SHAY’IW�WA�‘ILAYHI�TURJA`¤N.

”So glorified is He in whose Hand 
is the complete governance/control of all 

and to Him you will all (ultimately) return.”

82.�‘INNAM��‘AMRUH¤�‘IDH��‘AR�DA�

SHAY‘AN�‘AY-YAQ¤LA��LAH¤�KUN�FA�YAK¤N.

His Command, when He intends anything, is but 
that He says to it: “Be!” and lo! it is.

Y\s|n, The Heart of the Qur’\n
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TRANSLITERATION GUIDE

Please take note of the table below as our transliteration method may be 
different to those adopted by others. 

The transliterated symbols are unvarying in pronunciation, e.g. the 
representation “s” will remain pronounced as “s” and not distort to “z” in any 
circumstance, e.g. Isl\m is not pronounced Izl\m.

While every effort has been made to ensure the transliteration is as close to the 
Arabic as possible, no alphabet can ever fully represent another. 

This is all the more true where recitation of Qur’\nic verses is concerned as this 
must adhere to the very precise science of Tajw|d. It is therefore imperative that 
the readers do not consider a transliteration a substitute for learning to read 
Arabic correctly from a competent teacher.

"T" WITH RAISED TONGUE 

"TH" AS IN THEN, SOUND
IS WITH RAISED TONGUE 
GUTTURAL SOUND -
ACCOMPANIES VOWEL

"GH" VERY GUTTURAL
NO TONGUE USAGE  

“K” WITH BACK OF 
TONGUE RAISED

“W” READ - NOT SILENT

“Y” ONLY - NOT “I”

“TH” AS IN THIN

“H” GUTTURAL SOUND

“KH” VERY GUTTURAL 
NO TONGUE USAGE  

“TH” AS IN THEN

“S” ONLY - NOT “Z”

"S" WITH RAISED TONGUE 

“DH” USING SIDES OF
THE TONGUE

“D” NO “H” ATTACHED

“B” NO “H” ATTACHED

“T” NO “H” ATTACHED

“SH” AS IN SHIN

A / a
¬ / \

I / i

£ / |

U / u
$ / [

AW or  AUAY or  AI
‘

VOWELS 

CONSONANTS 

Note: Double consonants must be pronounced with emphasis on both letters 
without pause, e.g. allchumma should be read al-lchum-ma.

SHORT “A” AS IN “AGO”

LONG “A” AS IN “HAT”

DIPHTHONG AS IN “PAGE”
ABRUPT START/PAUSE DOES 
NOT OCCUR IN ENGLISH

LONG VOWEL AS IN “SEE”

DIPHTHONG AS IN “HOME”
SHORT “U” AS IN “PUT”
LONG VOWEL AS IN “FOOD”

SHORT “I” AS IN “SIT”

SYMBOLS
SUB*¬NAH$ WA TA`¬L¬
FOR ALLAH “GLORIFIED AND EXALTED IS HE”

%ALLALL¬HU `ALAYHI WA SALLAM
FOR MUHAMMAD “PEACE BE UPON HIM”

`ALAYHIS-SAL¬M
FOR PROPHETS “PEACE BE UPON THEM”

RA<IYAL-L¬HU `ANHU
FOR COMPANIONS “ALLAH BE PLEASED WITH HIM”
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